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1. Introduction
1.1 What is my project?
My project is called Operation Code a Sphero (O.C.A.S) and it involves finding a way to help children in Year 3
at my school learn how to code a Sphero and improve their accuracy in coding in a fun way.
Robots like a Sphero are expensive. So it is important that a student will learn how to use them sensibly
without breaking them.
I used the existing idea of guiding a coded Sphero through a maze and came up with a way of getting feedback
from the walls of the maze to measure accuracy of coding.

1.2 How did I choose my project?
I chose my project after joining the Coding Club this year at my school. I really loved learning to code a Sphero
using the app Sphero EDU on an iPad. I was allowed to take a Sphero home to practice coding to guide it
around my house.
I started thinking about how I could help other students learn to code a Sphero SPRK+. I looked at the school
sphero mazes and researched on the internet other types of Sphero mazes. Some were 2D and some were 3D.
My teacher helped me figure out which robots would be most useful for helping students to get better at
coding. Mazes were being used at school and students had to try to code a Sphero’s way through. We figured
out that an electrical invention kit called a Makey Makey could be useful for counting the number of times the
Sphero hits the wall.

1.3 Problems I encountered
Finding a way to get the maze to recognise a ‘bump’ was difficult because I needed to find a way to make the
walls of the maze able to conduct electricity to send information back to the Makey Makey, but not have the
floor of the maze conduct.
Another problem I encountered was with how to make the Sphero, which is made out of plastic, able to
conduct electricity so it could activate the Makey Makey.

2. Describe your project design and features
2.1 How does it work?
For my project, I designed a particular type of maze for practicing the coding of a Sphero and helping the coder
to measure their accuracy, which helps them to improve at coding.
I created maze walls that are able to detect and count each time the Sphero touches the wall.
The maze wall is lined with aluminium foil which is connected to a Makey Makey circuit device. The Makey
Makey is plugged into the USB port of a laptop and the number of wall touches are counted using a program
called the Makey Makey Counter Remix2.
After a student has completed guiding the Sphero through the maze using coding, the Makey Makey Counter
will tell them how many times the Sphero touched the walls. They can then code again and try to improve how
accurately they guide the Sphero.

My Materials & Resources
1. Pegboard for the Maze floor
2. Foam core board or plastic boxed guttering for the maze walls
3. Aluminium foil to line the maze walls
4. A Sphero SPRK+ (spherical robot)
5. Lightning Lab app for iPad
6. A Makey Makey set (and www.makeymakey.com)
7. Laptop to plug the Makey Makey set into via USB
8. Scratch.mit.edu
9. Makey Makey Counter Remix2

2.1 Use clearly labelled images, photos, diagrams, screenshots

This is me drawing diagrams of the components of my design.

This is what I created using Popplet to explain all of the components of my project.

Project Development Pictures

This was me exploring how to use the Makey Makey

Here I am trying to build walls that conduct electricity

At home I gathered together all my equipment

I measured the height my tinfoil would need to be

I cut the tinfoil into strips to go along the walls

I put my first maze corridor together

I made a tinfoil suit for the Sphero

I connected the MakeyMakey to do some testing

2.3 Research (What other / similar designs already exist, how is yours an different or improved
idea?)
There are many types of Sphero mazes. Some are 2D and made from placing tape on a mat or on the floor.
Some are 3D and made out of wood or foam core board.
My design is 3 dimensional and made from pvc box gutter. It is different to others though because the inside
surface of the walls are lined with aluminium foil. This allows the walls to conduct an electrical current so that
the number of wall touches can be counted, via a Makey Makey circuit device linked to a laptop.
I researched the board game Operation, which uses a small electric circuit to trigger a sound when the player
touches the edges with tweezers.

Below are some images of 2D and 3D Design Ideas from an Internet Search.

Source:https://au.pinterest.com/pin/18577417191859489/

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhtUkPg6qwg Source: https://vimeo.com/85093088

An example of peg board, used as the maze base.

2.4 Problems you encountered
One problem I encountered was with how to make the walls of the maze able to conduct electricity to send
information back to the Makey Makey, but not have the floor of the maze conduct. I only wanted the signal
when a student sends the Sphero off course. This will help a student to learn how to code more accurately and
lower the number of mistakes.
Another problem I encountered was with how to make the Sphero, which is made out of plastic, able to
conduct electricity so it could activate the Makey Makey. I thought of aluminium foil. However when I wrapped
the aluminium foil around the sphero it was too thick and prevented it from rolling smoothly. I found a picture of
a spherical chocolate and its wrapping with the least amount of foil possible, while still wrapping the whole
sphero so it could conduct electricity.

I got the idea to use a wrap like that for the Chocolate Orange to cover the sphero in aluminium foil.

3. User Manual/Instructions
3.1 How do you use your project?
The maze is placed on a classroom floor and students are given the following instructions:
1. Grab a Sphero and a Makey Makey set
2. Turn on your ipad or MacBook Air
3. Connect the Makey Makey in the USB port
4. Go to a web browser and type in makey makey counter remix 2 from scratch.
5. Connect a cord from the Makey Makey to the piece of Aluminium foil attached to the maze
6. Place the Sphero at the start of the maze
7. Start a new page in the Lightning Lab app on your iPad or Macbook Air
8. Code your first choice using Lightning Lab
9. Press start on Lightning Lab
10. Then repeat step 6 until you finish the maze and once you have done your first choice reset the counter
remix 2 for your next turn.

3.2 Instruction page (drawings or annotated photos)

4. Conclusion
4.1 What did you learn?
Firstly, I learnt that it is possible to use robots to help students learn to code accurately.
Guiding a Sphero through a maze has been done before but there has not been a way to measure
how accurately a person gets the Sphero through the maze. So, how does a person know if they are
getting better at coding? Some sort of measurement of mistakes was needed.
I learnt how to develop a way for a maze to give feedback on the number of mistakes to the coder.
Using a circuit board called a Makey Makey and aluminiumlined walls to act as an electrical
conductor, I was able to count the number of times the Sphero touched the maze walls.

4.2 What would you do differently the next time?
Next time, it may be stronger and simpler to construct the maze using material like boxed guttering.
The challenge would be to either find plastic guttering and line it with aluminium foil or to use metal
guttering and line the bottom with a nonconducting material like plastic.

5. References & Acknowledgements
5.1 References for your sources of information, solutions and ideas
www.makeymakey.com
Lightning Lab app
Scratch.mit.edu
Makey Makey Counter Remix2
Images:
http://www.azrobotambassador.com/2015/06/spheromazeandlegoprograms.html
https://au.pinterest.com/pin/18577417191859489/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhtUkPg6qwg
https://vimeo.com/85093088

5.2 Who has assisted you in completing your project?
My ICT teacher, Mr Fairhurst, helped me to learn about what had already been done with Spheros and mazes.
When I had ideas about how other students could improve their coding, Mr Fairhurst helped me to research my
ideas and learn how to keep problemsolving to come up with solutions.
My Mother helped me to edit my report and took photos and videos of me building a test maze.

